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Abstract: Email messages transmitted over internet can be pose a real threat to the integrity of information, especially if it relates to 
military matters because it insecure channel. The cryptography achieves confidentiality and authentication to message contents, so 
must therefore choose efficient algorithm relevant to this field such as algorithm Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) or Data 
Encryption Standard (DES) as well as biometric recognition and chaotic system In this paper will be using modified AES algorithm, 
key-bio-chaos that consist from biometric (Fingerprint) and chaotic system (Lu and Lorenz or Lorenz), also uses modified hash 
function MSHA-768 and MSHA-160/224/256/384/512 in constructing Email system security achieves high level of security and 
authentication on messages against threats and be easy to use by users, in addition to being compatible with many MailServer. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Electronic mail (E-mail) is one of important services of 

internet. There are number websites provide Internet service 

such as Gmail or Yahoo.. Etc. can anyone who accesses the 

site [1]. There are protocols used in send and receive Email 

messages between two mailbox. The SMTP is protocol 

enables the sender from transfer messages to the recipient; 

IMAP or POP3 is protocol enables the recipient from access 

to Email [2]. There are two main problems connected to the 

internet: the open system and an insecure area. Therefore, 

sensitive messages exchanged between sender's mailbox and 

recipient's mailbox pass through many from Mailservers and 

Internet Service Providers (ISP), these messages may be 

vulnerable to eavesdropping and this in itself poses a real 

threat to the privacy and data integrity from unauthorized [3]. 

Cryptographic algorithms achieve high level from security to 

E-mail system because provides confidentiality, integrity, 

authentication and non-repudiation to Email messages [4]. It 

is therefore necessary to use an encryption algorithm related 

to this field such as AES and use Hash functions to verify 

from message contents integrity [5]. Biometric and Chaos 

systems are a powerful option in improving and constructing 

encryption systems because they provide the sensitivity, 

randomness and authentication to cryptographic algorithms 

[6]. In this paper will be using modified AES algorithm, key-

bio-chaos and modified hash function MSHA-768 and 

MSHA-160/224/256/384/512 in constructing Email system 

security. 

 

2. Advance Encryption Standard (AES) 
 

The AES is an encryption/decryption algorithm using 

symmetric key in encryption the message contents. This 

algorithm has three types from keys are 128, 192, 256. 

Rounds number is 10, 12 and 14. Each round contains four 

operations are SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns, 

AddRoundKey [7]. There are number from benefits of AES 

will be related in provide security to E-mail system are 

Secure, accepted cost, flexible, simplest. However, these 

methods have some shortcomings encryption speed has a 

poor efficiency at a low level , if data  are large, it is 

therefore necessary to develop AES algorithm and make it 

more efficient in implementing encryption and decryption [8, 

9]. It is noticed that in the decryption process the three 

operations Sub-Byte, Shift-Rows and Mix-Columns in the 

encryption process are inversed in the decryption process, 

except Add-Round-Key still as it is. 

 

3. Biometric Recognition 
 

Amid various Biometric identifications technic, the 

fingerprint recognitions have been successful because it 

contain on two main characteristics are uniqueness and 

permanence, these properties do not change for lifetime and 

simplicity feature extraction by use image (fingerprint) [10]. 

This biometric can be used to generate an exclusive and 

unique key for each individual. These features make 

biometric a powerful option in building cryptographic 

systems because it can take advantage of strengths in both 

fields while encryption provides confidentiality, biometrics 

provides properties non-denial and cancel the need to 

remember password or key..etc. We can integrate it with a 

number of other technics, such as chaotic systems that make 

those systems more random and sensitive to the initial 

information [11]. Feature extraction of minutiae fingerprint 

by the operations described in the algorithm (1). 

 

Algorithm (1):  Feature extraction of fingerprint  

 
 

The Zhang-Suen (ZS) algorithm 

A very popular and well-proved thinning algorithm is the ZS 

algorithm proposed by Zhang and Suen. It is an iterative 

parallel thinning algorithm operating on a 3×3 neighborhood 

as shown in fig. (2). The ZS algorithm is a directional 

algorithm which is broken up into two sub-iterations. The 
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first sub-iteration aims to delete the southeast boundary 

pixels and the northwest corner pixels, while the second one 

aims to delete the northwest boundary pixels and the 

southeast corner pixels (i.e., the opposite orientations) [12]. 

 

 
Figure 2: The ZS 3 × 3 neighborhood 

 

In the first sub-iteration, the contour point p1 is deleted from 

the pattern, if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) 2 ≤ B(p1) ≤ 6 

(b) A(p1) = 1 

(c) p2 × p4 × p6 = 0 

(d) p4 × p6 × p8 = 0 

 

In the second sub-iteration, the contour point p1 is deleted 

from the pattern, if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) 2 ≤ B(p1) ≤ 6 

(b) A(p1) = 1 

(c’) p2 × p4 × p8 = 0 

(d’) p2 × p6 × p8 = 0 

 

Crossing Number (CN)  

The concept of Crossing Number (CN) is widely used for 

extracting the minutiae. Rutovitz’s definition of crossing 

number for a pixel P as shown in fig(3)[12]. 

 

 
Figure 3: CN 3 × 3 neighborhood 

 
Where Pi is the binary pixel value in the neighborhood of P 

with Pi = (0 or 1) and P1 = P9. The skeleton image of 

fingerprint is scanned and all the minutiae are detected using 

the properties of CN, as illustrated in fig. (4) [13]. 

4. Chaotic Systems 
 

Chaos theory is based on nonlinear behaviors (which are 

highly sensitive to their initial parameters) , It has enabled 

structures sensitive equations of this theory from generate 

unpredictable random values that correspond with diffusion 

and confusion principles in order to construct cryptographic 

systems that have the maximum type of entropy and robust 

against any type of attacks  . We need to use three-dimension 

chaotic system such as Lu  and Lorenz  are suitable to 

encrypt the three components of color image and In addition 

to text. 

 

4.1 Lu Chaotic 

  

The Lu chaotic uses three nonlinear equations for generate 

random values. These equations are as follows: 

 
 

The X,Y,Z are variables represent the initial values of the 

system and   a, b and c are represent control values[14]. 

 

4.2 Lorenz chaotic 

 

The Lorenz chaotic also uses three nonlinear equations to 

generate random values. Mathematical formulas are as 

following [15]: 

 
In equations above contains on X,Y,Z are variables represent 

the initial values of the system and    are 

represent control values [14]. 

 

5. Secure Hash Algorithm SHA 
 

Hash function is one of the most important algorithms that 

provide authentication and detection of forgery in the 

message contents. Hash function works on generate hash 

value after taking the message contents that have variable 

length as input to function and any change in message 

contents event if single bit will lead to producing a 

completely different hash value[16].  
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Figure 4: Crossing Number (“1”: black pixels in the skeleton image) 

 

6. The Proposed System 
 

The system mainly consists from generate Key-bio-chaos, 

two models of modified AES, modified SHA. These parts 

uses in both from sending and receiving  as shown in fig. (5), 

which generally shows two sides of the proposed system. 

 

6.1 Generate Key-bio-chaos 

 

The proposed system contain two models in generate key-

bio-chaotic. First model uses biometric recognition 

(Fingerprint) with chaotic system (Lorenz and Lu). Second 

model uses biometric recognition (Fingerprint) with chaotic 

system (Lorenz). These models uses on both sides of sending 

and receiving. 

 

6.1.1 First model key-bio-chaos generate (Fingerprint , 

Lu and Lorenz)  

The algorithm (2) describes the process of generating a 

random key called key-bio-chaos: 

 

Algorithm (2): Generate key-bio-chaos 

 
 

This algorithm (3) describe the steps the feature extraction of 

image biometric (Fingerprint). 

Algorithm (3): The feature extraction of Fingerprint 

 
In the fig (6) the minutia extraction of fingerprint gives a 

summary of the processes mentioned earlier in this section. 

 

 
Figure 6: The minutia extraction of fingerprint 
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After extracting the three values X,Y,Z from the biometric 

(Fingerprint), they will be passed to the chaotic system 

(Lorenz and Lu) to generate random values called key-bio-

chaos. The algorithm (4) describes the basic steps in 

generating random values. 

 

Algorithm (4): generate random values. 

 
The algorithm (5) describes the generating steps random 

values by use the Lu chaotic after feature extraction of 

fingerprint. 

 

Algorithm (5): Generate random values from the Lu chaotic 

 
 

In this algorithm (6) shows the way of using the Lorenz 

system in this system in order to make initial values more 

complex cannot predict by the opponent. 

 

Algorithm (6): Generate random values from the Lorenz 

chaotic 

 
Step1: Start.  

Step2: Read three random values , , 

. 

Step3: Read three values constants =10, =8/3, =35 are 

control parameters. 

Step4:Apply three equations (4,5,6) in section 4.2 of Lorenz 

chaotic for generate three sets random . 

If attachment (image color) = (256*256) 

Save three matrices 256*256 ← 

  
Else If (File, text) = Variable size 

Save in One Matrix ←  

Step5: Split matrices ( ) to blocks, 

each block has size 4*4. 

Step6: Perform permutation each block 4*4 of 

using shift Rows-2 byte process to 

left for increase random. 

Step7: Results save in matrices 

 is keys-bio-chaos. 

←  

←  

Step8: END 

 

In step4 of algorithm (6) generate matrices random 

( ) will use to be XORED with the 

encrypted message contents (image, file, text) that is 

produced from modified AES, will be mentioned later. Those 

random matrices depend on the message contents size. The 

Lorenz system when deals with Email attachment (image) 

will be produce three random matrices ( ), 

each matrix has size 256*256 equal to the three dimensions 

(Red,Green,Blue) of the image 256*256, in the same way 

implement on the message content ( text, file) but use one 

mask random ( ). 

 

In step6 of algorithm (5) generate random matrices 

. These matrices split 

into random blocks, each block equal 4*4 represent first key-

bio-chaos and at the same time perform operation 

multiplication number 3 with each block for produce new 

random blocks are second key-bio-chaos completely different 

from the first key , these two keys uses in Modified AES 

(MAES) and changes after the encryption process. Also these 

matrices derive from 

them random keys uses with Modified hash function (MSHA-

768/512/384/256/224/160) by split them to blocks, each 

block represent key-bio-chaos uses with single round of 

modified hash algorithm, key length depend on version type 

of Modified hash function MSHA, MSHA-768 deals with 

two keys-bio-chaos have 64 and 80 blocks, MSHA-512/384 

deals with key length 80 blocks, MSHA-256/224 deals with 

key length 64 blocks, MSHA-160 has key length 80 blocks, 

each round of  MSHA has a dynamic random key completely 

different from the other round that will be mentioned later. 

These characteristics make MSHA algorithm more random 

and sensitive to values, as well as impossible to predict the 

Hash value or find two messages have the same Hash value 

and also being strong against all types attacks security. 

 

6.1.2 Second model key-bio-chaos generate (Fingerprint) 

with Lorenz  

This model is based on biometric (Fingerprint) and chaotic 

mapping (Lorenz). The algorithm (7) shown the process 

generate key-bio-chaos in this model. 

 

Algorithm (7): Generate the second model key-bio-chaos 

Input: image fingerprint Image. 

Output:  
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Step1: Start.  

Step2: Feature extraction of Fingerprint image by algorithm 

(3). 

Step3: Generate random matrices 

 by using algorithm(6). 

Step4: Save random matrices 

is keys-bio-chaos. 

Step5: END 

 

6.2 Encryption and decryption process 

 

The proposed system contains two models of the modified 

AES algorithms are used in the encryption/decryption 

process for the message contents (body and attachments). 

The algorithm (8) shows the encryption process in sending 

side of proposed system 

 

Algorithm (8): Encryption process in Sending Side of 

proposed system 

Input:  Plain-message contents (image, file, text). 

Output: cipher-message contents (image,file,text). 

Step1: Read Plain-Message contents (image,file,text) PM 

Step2: If PM = attachment (image), PM resize (256*256) 

Step3: Split PM into a set of block size 4*4 byte. 

Step4: If PM= File or text , size block ≠  16 byte , add values 

zeros to length block , block=16 (4*4) byte.  

Step5: Generate two keys-bio-chaos K1, K2 by use 

algorithms in section (6.1).   

Step6: Apply modified AES algorithm (The first or second 

model) on PM with K1,K2 to produce Message Encrypted 

ME. 

Step7: Generate Random Matrices RM use algorithms in 

section (6.1).   

If PM= attachment (image)   

Generate three RM = 256*256*3 

ME XOR RM 

Else  

    Generate One Random Matrix ORM = Size File or Text. 

    ME XOR ORM  

Step8: Result cipher-message (image,file,text).  

Step9: END 

 

This algorithm (9) describes the decryption process in 

receiving side of proposed system, there some processes in 

the encryption process will remain same, but some of them 

will be inverse. Processes that will remain as they are: 

generate two key-bio-chaos (block masks) and generate 

random matrices, some operations of modified AES will be 

reversed are XOR operation and shift-cycle. Also Move the 

XOR to up modified AES that was previously after the 

algorithm in encryption process. 

 

Decryption process algorithm (3.10)   

Input:  Cipher-Message contents (image,file,text,keys-bio-

chaos). 

Output: plain-message contents (image,file,text). 

Step1: Start. 

Step2: Read cipher-message contents (image,file,text). 

Step3: If attachment (image), resize (256*256). 

Step4: Message encrypted XOR three random matrices of 

image (256*256) / one matrix of message contents (file,text) 

generated by use algorithms in section(6.1) . 

Step5: Split the message conents (image, file, text) into a set 

of block size 4*4 byte. 

Step6: Apply modified AES algorithm (two models) that take 

two keys-bio-chaos 4*4 generated by use algorithms in 

section(6.1) with blocks 4*4 byte for generate decrypt-

Message DM  

Step7: Output plain-message (image, file, text).  

Step8: END. 
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Figure 5: General processes of proposed system

The proposed AES algorithm is modified to the original 

AES, this algorithm done remove Mix-Column process 

because it makes the encryption and decryption process slow 

when deal with large data, this algorithm has been developed 

in two proposed models by adding two processes are Add-

Shift-Cycle and Add-XOR operation to compensate for the 

process Mix-Column, also uses two random keys-bio-chaos 

rather one key in original AES algorithm. The way used in 

construct two models of modified AES algorithm makes 

execution time in proposed system less from original AES 

algorithm with other security improvements in the entropy 

and the correlation as well as gives control possibility on 

rounds up to 10 rounds instead than static 10 rounds existed 

of original AES algorithm with maintaining its on efficiency 

and quality in the proposed algorithm in order to 

demonstrate this, rounds 3, 8 and 10 were used in this 

proposed algorithm, which proved to be better than the 

original AES algorithm  

 

6.2.1 The proposed First model (Modified AES) 
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In this model of the modified AES is use same operations of 

original AES except Mix-Columns operation and 

compensation for it in two XOR and shift-cycle and two 

keys-bio-chaos which mentioned the way of their earlier 

generate rather than one secret key of original AES. These 

keys have length 4*4, each key-bio-chaos changes its 

random values after each encryption or decryption process 

as shown in fig. 7. 

 

6.2.1 The proposed Second Model (Modified AES):  

In this model uses the same encryption / decryption 

operations of the first model, but without the shift-cycle 

process. 

 

6.3 Proposed hash functions (SHA-bio-chaos)  

 

The proposed system uses the hash functions are modified 

SHA-768 and SHA-160/224/256/384/512 in the process 

signing the message contents. These functions works on 

generate hash value more random and sensitivity than 

original SHA-160/224/256/384/512 because based on 

random key-bio-chaos that generated previously in 

algorithms the section (6.1) and gives two levels of 

authentication as shown in fig (8), in the first level, the 

message contents are taken after split them into equal blocks 

of size 1024 bits and then pass to the hash function SHA-512 

for produce hash value has length 1024 or 512 bits. Hash 

value will pass with key-bio-chaos key to one type of Hash 

function (modified SHA-768 and SHA-

160/224/256/384/512) for produce final hash values, 

Random key length is based on type MSHA algorithm. 

MSHA-768 deals with two keys-bio-chaos have length (64 

and 80) blocks, SHA-512/384 deals with key length 80 

blocks, SHA-256/224 has key length 64 blocks, SHA-160 

has key length 80 byte, Each round of MSHA has a dynamic 

random key completely different from the other round that 

will be mentioned later. 

 
Figure 7: First model of Modified AES Encryption and Decryption Process 

 

This way will apply on plain-message (body, attachment) to 

produce hash value and cipher-message (body, attachment) 

coming from modified AES to produce hash value, The 

proposed system will take these two hash values to be 

concatenated with each other for produce double hash value 

and then add value (1 or 2) to last hash value represents type 

MAES where 1 value is first model of MAES and other 

value 2 is second model. The purpose of  this process is 
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make checking process of  the message contents integrity 

upon receipt in two phases before and after operation 

decryption on cipher-message (body,attachment). 

The method used in construct modified SHA-768 provides a 

high level of authentication and  hash value longer and more 

random and sensitive than orgenal SHA-

160/224/256/384/512 these properties makes it against Man-

in-the-middle attack and Brute-Force Attacks and prevent 

the collision of hash methods. Also from impossible find two 

different messages has same hashvalue. 

 
Figure 8: Proposed hash functions 

 

6.3.1 The Proposed Secure Hash Algorithm SHA-768 

In this algorithm using properties hash function SHA-512 

and SHA-256 with two keys-bio-chaos by use algorithms in 

section (6.1), the first key consist from 80 random blocks, 

the second key consist from 64 random blocks. The fig. (9) 

Shows operation of the process of generating hash value by 

using MSHA-768. 

 

This algorithm deals with hash value (1024 length-bits) of 

the SHA-512. Operation SHA-512 of this algorithm will take 

this hash value 1024 length-bit with dynamic key-bio-chaos 

has length 80 blocks generated previously in the algorithms 

section 6.1) for generate hash value (512-bit). SHA256 of 

this algorithm, It's uses the same compression processes used 

in SHA-512 but differ only in block size 512 and  dynamic 

key bio-chaotic length 64 blocks to produce hash value 256-

bit. These two hash value will marge together and then 

rearrange their positions as shown in Fig. (10) even we get 

hash value a fixed length 768-bit and their values are 

different sizes because each value in hash value-512-bit 

represents 64-bit and hash value-256 represents 32-bit. 

These characteristics make MSHA-768 more random and 

sensitivity to the values and cannot unauthorized from 

compute same hash-value. 

 

 
Figure 9: Proposed hash function MSHA-768 

 

 
Figure 10: Permutation operation of MSHA-768 

 

7. Experimental Results 
 

This proposed system has been proven highly efficient 

against all types of threats by experiments on two models of 

modified AES that uses dynamic rounds, in this tests we will 

use 3,8 and 10 rounds, also been test key-bio-chaos and the 
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modified Hash function in side sending and receiving, 

experiments are: 

7.1  Analysis of the Key Sensitivity 

 

The proposed system is sensitive to the key change even if it 

is a slight change, for example we encrypt the contents of the 

message with a key (0.4), a small change in the key 

(0.400000000001) and then execute operation decryption 

was the result the message was not decrypted. 

 

7.2 The Histogram Measure 

 

This measurement shows the pixel distribution of the image 

graphicall. The Table (11) showing the histogram of plain 

and encrypted image produced from first mode of the MAES 

that use rounds 3 with key-bio-chaos based on biometric 

(fingerprint) and chaotic system (Lu and Lorenz). 

 

The histogram analysis of attachment (image) in this table is 

very similar when apply original AES or second model of 

MAES that use 3 rounds with key-bio-chaos based on 

biometric (fingerprint) and chaotic system (Lu and Lorenz or 

Lorenz) on same message content (image). 

 

7.3 Correlation Analysis 

 

This test refer to the correlation between plain-message 

(body, attachment) and cipher-message (body, attachment) 

that result from encryption processes as shown in tables 

(12,13). The first model modified AES that use 3 rounds 

with key-bio-chaos based on biometric (fingerprint) and 

chaotic system (Lorenz) is slightly better than second models 

(MAES 2) and original AES. 

 

Table 11: The histogram analysis of attachment (image) 

 

Table 12: Correlation Analysis between plain and cipher 

message contents of (the original AES or MAES using 

(fingerprint, Lu and Lorenz) 

(A) Correlation of attachment (Image) 

 
 

(B) Correlation of attachment (File) 

 
 

(C) Correlation of body (Text) 

 
 

Table 13: Correlation Analysis between plain and cipher 

message contents of the original AES and MAES based 

fingerprint and Lorenz 

(A) Correlation of attachment (Image) 

 
 

(B) Correlation of attachment (File) 

 
 

(C) Correlation of body (Text) 

 
 

7.4 MSE & PSNR Analysis 

 

The MSE is must have a high value which means a high 

noise in the message contents encrypted, the PSNR is a 
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measure of the peak error between original message contents 

and encrypt / decrypt message contents. 

 

The two models of MAES algorithm that proved by these 

tests not loss any bit after retrieving the message contents,  

take the samples in the tables of this section after execution 

encryption and decryption processes on these samples where 

the result was MSE = 0 and PSNR = Inf.  

 

In this tables proved to be the two models of MAES that 

used 3 rounds are slightly better than original AES and two 

models that using 8 or 10 rounds after the comparing. 

Proved the first model (MAES1) is slightly better than 

second models (MAES2) and original AES. 

 

In tables (14,15) below calculate PSNR and MSE between 

original and encrypted message contents by using two 

models of MAES or original. 

 

Table 14: PSNR & MSE for Email message contents of 

original AES or two models of MAES using (3,8,10 rounds, 

fingerprint, Lu and Lorenz), 

(A) PSNR & MSE attachment (image) 

 
(B) PSNR & MSE attachment (File) 

 
(C) PSNR & MSE body (text) 

 

Table 15: PSNR & MSE for Email message contents 
of original AES or two models of MAES fingerprint 

and Lorenz) 

(A) PSNR & MSE attachment (Image) 

 
 

(B) PSNR & MSE attachment (File) 

 
 

(C) PSNR & MSE body (text) 

 
 

7.5 Entropy Analysis 

 

This entropy calculates the uncertainty association of the 

random values, the good encryption algorithm should give 

low mutual information of values of the encrypted message 

contents, and this means that the entropy will be increased. 

 

In the tables (16,17) below shown the entropy of message 

contents encrypted that produced from encryption processes 

from  two models of MAES algorithm are better than the 

original AES algorithm. 

 

In the above tables proved to be the two models of MAES 

that used 3 rounds are slightly better than original AES, in 

addition to two models that using 8 or 10 rounds after the 
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comparing, proved the first model (MAES 1) is slightly 

better than second models (MAES 2) and original AES. 

 

Table 16: The entropy of message contents encrypted from 

original AES or two models of MAES (3,8 and 10 rounds, 

fingerprint, Lu and Lorenz 

(A) The entropy of attachment (Image) encrypted 

 
 

(B) The entropy of attachment (File) encrypted 

 
 

(C) The entropy of body (text) encrypted 

 
 

Table 17: The entropy of message contents encrypted from 
original AES or two models of MAES (fingerprint and 

Lorenz) 

(A) The entropy of attachment (Image) encrypted 

 
 

(B) The entropy of attachment (File) encrypted 

 
 

(C) The entropy of body (text) encrypted 

 
7.6 Execution Time 

 

This test calculates the execution time of the encryption 

process and signing on the message contents (body, 

attachment) when sending and decrypting and checking the 

message contents when received as shown in the tables 

below. The tables (18,19) below shows less execution time 

in both models of the modified AES (MAES) algorithm 

based on secret key-bio-chaos in proposed system than the 

original AES algorithm. 

 

Table 18: The execution time encryption and decryption 

process on message contents using original AES or two 

models of MAES (fingerprint, Lu and Lorenz) 

(A) The execution time encryption 

 
 

(B) The execution time decryption 

 

 
(C) The execution times of side sending and side receiving in proposed Email security  

 

Message contents 

Attachment Body 

 
256*256 

File.txt 

size 

16KB 

250 

characters 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, MAES 1-

Rounds 3) 
Execution Time sec 
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Side 

Sending 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

13.286221 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side 

Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

13.303234 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of cipher message 

Decryption (MAES) 

Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, MAES 2-

Rounds 3) 
Execution Times 

Side 

Sending 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

13.202965 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side 

Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

13.462084 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, MAES 1-

Rounds 8) 
Execution Times 

Side 

Sending 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

14.166585 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side 

Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

14.548978 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, MAES 2-

Rounds 8) 
Execution Times 

Side 

Sending 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

13.921903 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side 

Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

13.981320 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, MAES 1-

Rounds 10) 
Execution Times 

Side 

Sending 

 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

13.630406 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side 

Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

13.715166 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, MAES 2 -

Rounds 10) 
Execution Times 

Side 

Sending 

 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

13.501128 sec 

 

Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side 

Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 

13.603525 sec 
Hash function (MSHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 
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Table 19: The execution time encryption and 
decryption process on the message contents in original 

AES or two models of MAES (fingerprint and Lorenz) 
 

(A) The execution time encryption 

 
 

 (B) The execution time decryption 

 

 
(C) The execution times of side sending and receiving in proposed Email security 

Proposed system 

Message contents 

Attachment Body 

 
256*256 

File.txt size 

16KB 

250 

characters 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, 

MAES 1 -Rounds 3) 
Execution Times 

Side Sending 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.567518 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.486999 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Decryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, 

MAES 2-Rounds 3) 
Execution Times 

Side Sending 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.654233 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.429304 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Decryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, 

MAES 1-Rounds 8) 
Execution Times 

Side Sending 

Generate key-bio-chaos 11.804094 sec 

 

Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.806971 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Decryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, 

MAES 2-Rounds 8) 
Execution Times 

Side Sending 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.989907 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 
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Side Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.988734 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Decryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, 

MAES 1-Rounds 10) 
Execution Times 

Side Sending 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.810227 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.862863 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Decryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

The proposed system (Generate key-bio-chaos, MSHA-768, 

MAES 2-Rounds 10) 
Execution Times 

Side Sending 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.921787 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

Encryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Side Receiving 

Generate key-bio-chaos 
11.800368 sec Hash function (SHA-768) of cipher message 

Decryption (MAES) 

Hash function (SHA-768) of plain message 

 

In the tables above are shown execution time of processes 

encryption and decryption in proposed system (two models) 

that use 3 rounds much less than original AES, the first 

models is better original AES and also slightly better from 

two models that uses 8,10 rounds after the comparing. 

 

7.7 Bit Difference Analysis 

 

This test is also called the avalanche effect. According to 

avalanche effect on hash value of the MSHA-768 and 

MSHA-160/224/256/384/512, if the value of greater than 

50% means more secure, For example when apply modified 

hash function MSHA-768 and MSHA-160/224/256/384/512 

based key-bio-chaos (fingerprint, Lu and Lorenz) on the 

email message1 contents the following: image file + text file 

(with at least size 16 kB) + text, Message2 content the 

following: image file + text file(with at least size 16 kB)+ 

text with changes one bit as shown table (20).  
 

Table 20: Bit difference of modified hash function 
Hash function  Messages 1 Message 2 

MSHA-768    60.03% 

MSHA-512    61.08% 

MSHA-384    50.9% 

MSHA-256    56.83% 

MSHA-224    57.57% 

MSHA-160    56.92% 

 

7.8 Collision and Preimages Attacks 

 

There are three important attacks on hash value m are 

collision attack, first-preimage attack, second-preimage 

attack was previously mentioned in the section 2.6.4. The 

table (21) shown the level of effort required on the hash 

value of MSHA-768 and MSHA-160/224/256/384/512 

against these types from attacks. 

 

 

 

Table 21: The level of effort required on hash value 

 
 

8. Conclusion 
 

E-mail provides an important means of communication 

between users. In this paper was proposed E-mail system 

secure consist from MAES, MHSA and generate key-bio-

chaos based on biometric (fingerprint) and chaos (Lorenz 

and Lu or Lorenz). this proposed system  capable of 

providing a high level of security for contents message and 

speed in encryption and decryption between two parties via 

open network in addition to compatible with many 

MailServers. 
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